EWA Inc. introduces international unit – EWA Global Sentry – to respond to
emerging need for global information technology security services
EWA Global Sentry launched at IT World Congress held in Adelaide, Australia
Herndon, Virginia - March 4, 2002 – EWA Inc. introduced EWA Global Sentry at the
IT World Congress held in Adelaide, Australia last month. EWA Global Sentry will offer
around the world, around the clock information technology security services to respond
to the growing international need for such services.
“Increased connectivity through E-business implementations also means increased risk
from both inside and outside,” stated Brian Nix, President, of EWA Global Sentry. “We
offer practical security solutions for an organization, based upon the expertise available
from our offices around the world. We are confident that our risk management
solutions will provide continued business success for our customers, allowing them to
focus on what is core to their respective organizations.”
“We introduced EWA Global Sentry at the IT World Congress because it is the flagship
event of the World Information Technology and Services Alliance (WITSA), which is the
global peak body for the information industry, counting among its members the national
IT associations of 41 countries,” stated Nix.
EWA Global Sentry, is the international arm of EWA Inc. which has offices in the US,
Canada, Japan, Bulgaria, Australia and Italy. “International businesses need security
risk management solutions for their entire worldwide operations,” said Carl Guerreri,
President of EWA Inc. “ I believe that EWA Global Sentry’s connection to global
networks provides exclusive up-to-date international support to protect an
organization’s information assets.”
EWA Global Sentry’s Global Security Network is currently comprised of seven working IT
security units: FIRST (Forum for Incident Response Teams), a group of over 100
incident response teams from around the world; Global Watch Network, a 24/7
computer incident monitoring altering organization; CanCERT, Canada’s first computer
emergency response team; ISTPA (International Security, Trust and Privacy Alliance);
PCIS (US Partnership for Critical Infrastructure Security); the International Standards
Organization (ISO) and the International Systems Security Engineering Association
(ISSEA).
EWA Global Sentry is an international leader in building a secure information
infrastructure and protecting information assets, supporting some of the most
sophisticated information operations in the world. They offer a full range of IT security
and privacy-related services including security strategy, planning and risk management;
computer forensics; privacy impact, technical and business process assessment;

integration and testing of security architectures; product evaluation; security
architecture analysis and design; managed security services; incident response and
education and awareness programs.
EWA Inc., headquartered in Herndon, Virginia, is a rapidly growing broad based
information technology (IT) company. Founded in 1977, EWA Inc. has established a
reputation for being fully responsive to customers' changing needs, committed to
quality, and providing continuing support anytime, anywhere. The company has had
almost 25 years of steady growth and diversification.
For more information on EWA Global Sentry, go to www.ewa-gs.com
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